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About This Game

Little Cells
Quick and fun 2D puzzle high-score game.

Look through a microscope and discover a small world made of ever expanding cells of 3 colors.
Launch a cell against one of the same color to make them both disappear.

Launch it against a cell of a different color and a new cell of the third color will be created.
But beware! Cells are aging and become sick and dark. They might spread out and contaminate the whole system.

Create white cells to help you cure this disease before it’s too late.
Try to stay alive the longer you can, and beat your score or your friends’ high scores.

Key Features
- Simple and addictive original gameplay for all.

- Short albeit intense game sessions.
- Available for Windows, Mac & Linux.

- Steam Play.
- Steam Achievements.
- Steam Trading Cards

- Friends and worldwide Leaderboards.
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Title: Little Cells
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Fully Bugged
Publisher:
Fully Bugged
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1 / Shader Model 2.0

Storage: 30 MB available space
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This game is why I love early access games. You get to see the transfomation of a great idea into an awsome game.

Pros:
-Amazing graphics for an indie game
-Loads of fun making and tailoring your own buildings.
-Falling through the world into an unknown wonderland.
-Scale of the world.

Cons:
-Handful of buggs here and there.
-Jumping up on different blocks can be a little stressful at time.

I'm really looking forward to see how this game evolves and develops.
Definitely worth picking up and trying out for yourself.
. I want to be able to play this game! Nobody is ever on though!. Very basic but challenging bullet hell arcade shoot em up. The
graphics are somewhat poor but the gameplay is unforgiving. For the low price it is recommendable for genre fans. I am
hooked. Usually, tactical RPGs aren't my type of games, but I am so hooked. I would love to see this game outside of early
access. Looking forward to seeing this game develop into something big!. Okay, I know that the film could be talking more
about Programming and all these Technical Stuff, but all of us need to know one thing: "We're trying to make a series that can
be enjoyed by people who don't have any game dev knowledge and by those who do." -Daniel(From SGJ)
They will not fill this up with all technical things and hard-to-understand commands, everyone needs to understand what is going
on, and C'MON this is just the FIRST Episode, I can see a lot of people just hating and criticizing.

I really can't understand all these people complaining about "little content" and "high price" on the forum
It will be(for now) 5 Episodes with at least 30 Minutes each, only in the First Episode we have 2 Extended Interviews, one with
12:23 and the other with 11:33... In the same menu you will have more than 25 Minutes of Pure Awesome Soundtrack by
Doseone and Kozilek!!!
I could say about 5 Minutes of the First Episode you will find in Trailers.

Best of all is knowing that Episodes will still come till September! (Including their Interviews as well)

To sum up, I think this is very similar to IG:TM. They managed very accurately to convey the experience of a Game Jam.
The First Episode is incredibly well made. It is really interesting if you don't have any idea about what a Game Jam is, and how
much people can learn from them, not only finding various other ways to develop their products but how they will put this on
practice and perform too.
And Yes, I've played Navigator till the last circuit and I think it's pretty well and could evolve to something Bigger!. It's not a
phase, mom!. 1st disc is alright 2nd one is far better but my favorite one is the 3rd disc
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A really cool game.

Thanks for the achievement.

I highly recommend this game!. I must say this is an amazing experience!
Not only it is free but it is also an immersive short game that turns upside down and had my feelings rage!
I wanna say that if a game is good i remember it after i play it and this one is one of those games and there are not a lot of
experiences on the vive that make me remember them after i finished them.
Great job devs you should be proud of this experience.

"The Price Of Freedom"!. Good job on Valentines's paint job.

NEW IDEA: Please add more billboard signs to ETS2 and ATS.

Truckers are you bored driving on the highway ?

Please add billboards:

1. birthday cake sign ?
2. children's toy sign ?
3. candy sign ?
4. sports sign ?
5. clothing sign ?
6. pets or pet shop sign ?

THANK YOU. Just as crappy as it looks. Best 3 minutes of my life.. This is much better than BF bad company 2 ,thx for this
great music,maps and weapons only the choppers are more powerfull in hands of skilled players, sometimes ruins the game
..9,5\/10. This is a little bit of a mixed review as there is a lot to love about the game and a few things that could have been
implimented better. First up the story is a little confusing in places and the save system could have been better. Gameplay I
finished in about 15 hours so for me is somewhat disappointing as I wanted it to go on. There isnt also much depth to the game
sadly either. On the big plus side the story is where the game shines and the characters are really well done and feel like you can
connect to them. I often found myself laughing or smiling at things and the game really does well at drawing you into the
characters. I do wish there had been more choices though and too few oppertunities to influence that. The controls are easy and
simple to use although I do wish for an ingame pause and the lack of options like sound or screen res isnt a big issue but should
have been implimented.

Like I said a mixed review but on sale def get it. I only wish it had been longer and hope for a sequel but sadly I cant see that
happening.. A waste of $4, barely any art. It's mostly a game guide not an art book.. wasted money control is very bad
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